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INTRODUCTION

In the beginning, west of Eden, humanity began to fulfill the command of God: “be
fruitful and multiply.”1 God’s creation is continually fruitful in a continually changing
environment. To adapt and be fruitful is natural to all creation.
In the beginning, north of Calvary, the disciples began to fulfill the command of
Jesus Christ to be fruitful and multiply:
And Jesus came and said to them, "All authority in heaven and on earth has been
given to me. Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe
all that I have commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, to the close of the
age" (Matthew 28:18-20).
In the following twenty centuries the pace of change has accelerated as the population of
the world has increased. Each new generation of Christians has flourished relative to their
obedience to everything that Jesus commanded. As Donald McGavran said, “It is God’s
will that his Church grow, that his lost children are found.”2 The foundational principle of
church growth is “Thy will be done” (Matthew 6:10). The Great Commission is more
than a principle; it is a pattern for the Church of Jesus Christ to obediently practice in
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order to fulfill God’s will to be fruitful and multiply.

Mainline Decline and Third World Cell Church Growth
There is a problem in the Church of Jesus Christ in the United States of America.
Scientific pollster George Gallup stated that “North America is the only continent where
Christianity is not growing.”3 John and Sylvia Ronsvalle discovered clear trends from
1968-1993 in giving and membership data in twenty-nine mainline denominations; if
nothing changes, giving will entirely cease by 2032 and church membership “will fall to
zero percent of the U.S. population in less than one hundred years.”4 United Methodist
church growth expert George Hunter, III, considered America in 1998 to be the fourth
largest mission field in the world.5 There is no county within the United States where the
percentage of church attendance is higher than ten years ago.6 Some growth in American
churches is deceptive, as between 70-90% of new members are received from other
churches. This is not church growth, but the accelerated decline of other churches to the
benefit of the receptor church.7 The basic problem facing the United Methodist Church
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today, as well as many historically influential denominations, is a failure of the majority of
churches to thrive; a systemic homeostasis of not making disciples has become normative
within the traditional church.8 Chapter 1 will examine the ministry context of the Illinois
Great Rivers Conference and thoroughly identify four systemic problems in historical and
contemporary context.
Other churches in the world, plus a few bright spots in America, show a great
contrast. Most are cell churches, and many of the remaining are transforming themselves
into cell or cell-type churches. Nineteen out of the twenty largest churches in the world
are cell churches.9 Seoul, Korea is home to the world’s largest Pentecostal church, the
Yoido Full Gospel Church; the world’s largest Presbyterian church, Young Nak; the
world’s largest Baptist church, Sung Rak; and the world’s largest Methodist church,
Kwang Lim.10 All are based on cells. Yoido Church is continually spinning off church
plants11 yet continues to grow to more than 700,000 members.12 These thriving churches
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exhibit a homeostasis that makes disciples.
In South America, the Elim Church in El Salvador used the Yoido system, known
as the “5x5" model, to build a church of 130,000 members in 1999.13 The International
Charismatic Mission (ICM) of Bogota, Columbia, grew from eight members in 1983 to
24,000 in cell groups by 1998 using their “G12" system.14 ICM was reported in 2000 as
having fifty thousand people attending four weekly weekend services and approximately
150,000 people attending twenty thousand weekly cell groups.15 Having more people in
weekly cell meetings than in worship is a characteristic of these large churches.
Dale Galloway used the Yoido 5x5 system to build New Hope Community Church
of Portland, Oregon, to more than five thousand persons in cells by 1990.16 Bethany
World Prayer Center, near Baton Rouge, Louisiana, was inspired by the Elim Church 5x5
system and had a net growth of six hundred families in 1993, their first year of cell
ministry. In four years they had gained a net growth of two thousand families.17 Willow
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Creek Community Church in suburban Chicago is transforming itself to a modified
metachurch model of using small groups to provide community in their congregation of
more than twenty thousand.18 Ginghamsburg United Methodist Church of rural Dayton,
Ohio, grew from an attendance of ninety in 1979 to a congregation in 2006 of more than
four thousand in weekly attendance.19 It is still located on a rural county road miles from
any large population center and has utilized a cell driven approach since the early days
under Pastor Michael Slaughter.20 Chapter 2 will describe effective discipleship systems
with specific examples from Yoido Full Gospel Church, the world’s largest cell church
with over 700,000 members.
These churches thrive because at the core of all they do is a passionate obedience
to the Great Commission of Jesus Christ as the highest priority of the local church. Every
member without exception is expected to be directly involved in the making of new
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disciples and is fully supported in that task by the church’s organizational structure.
Churches fail to thrive when the Great Commission is not the central priority. A
discipleship system which nurtures disciples during the stages of prevenient and sanctifying
grace would address this failure to thrive.21 The Diagnosis Seminar, the first of three, will
explain the basics of a cell church discipleship system for the ministry context and provide
templates to clarify, classify and diagnose current reality for disciple-making.22

Overcoming Resistance to Change in Cultural Contexts
Viewing church growth from an organic systems perspective allows a clearer
understanding of why third world cell churches grow rapidly. It is not a cultural oddity or
an environmental factor.23 Cell churches have successfully transcended systemic limits to
growth. Systems resist change, and growth is a change. Through obedience to Christ’s
ancient pattern of disciple-making, cell churches have learned to thrive and surpass
systemic limits to church growth in an environment where the typical church averages fifty
members. These natural factors also limit change and growth in churches in Illinois. This
project proposes that the growth of cell churches has as much to do with overcoming
resistance to change as with innovative methods of evangelism. The Dialogue Seminar, the
second of three in this project, will describe insights on systems from Peter Senge blended
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with the “diffusion of innovations” approach of Everett Rogers and Geoffrey Moore.
These principles can be incorporated into a discipleship system that overcomes resistance
to change as it makes disciples.
Three causes for systemic resistance derived from Peter Senge’s Limits to Growth
systems archetype are (1) pushing the trend, (2) the thermostat correction and (3) the
competency limit.24 The latter is derived from Heylighen’s Generalized Peter Principle,
which states that “in evolution systems tend to develop up to the limit of their adaptive
competence.”25 Ultimately, any church can grow only to the limit of its competence; cell
churches fundamentally grow because their discipleship system raises the competence of
each participant to fulfill the Great Commission. They overcome resistance to effectively
make disciples who make disciples who make disciples. The Decision Seminar, the last of
three in this project, will present simple components to build a viable, relational,
developmental, evangelistic discipleship system suitable for the majority of local churches
within the Illinois Great Rivers Conference of the United Methodist Church.
The focus of this project is to raise the adaptive competence of the majority of
churches in the Illinois Great Rivers Conference through a widespread, productive
understanding of cell church growth principles. Innovative change is first information, then
a choice, and finally a changed behavior; learning is the essence of innovation adoption.
The diffusion of innovations is a process of learning which overcomes resistance to
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change.26 Diffusion is defined as “the process by which an innovation is communicated
through certain channels over time among the members of a social system.”27 Learning
precedes transformation, and a strategy for innovation begins with strategies for learning.
Change must begin with “Innovators” and move through each diffusion framework
category in order. Understanding by Design, a book by authors Grant P. Wiggins and Jay
McTighe, is uniquely suited as a learning process to interest and involve “Innovators” and
“Early Adopters.”28 The Training Manual is specifically designed to intrigue and challenge
these creative individuals who are the target audience for this project. Jesus was a teacher;
the Great Commission commands followers of Jesus to be teachers as well. Chapter 3
addresses the basics of a diffusion of innovations strategy, Understanding by Design as a
pedagogical model and the design, implementation and assessment strategy for the project.
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